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Foreword

Marc Scmid, CEO
Redmoor Health Ltd

Please find for your attention our Digital First Programme, NHS England and
Improvement South-East region end of programme report.
Our programme of work in the South-East has been exciting given the
breadth of subjects we have been asked to cover in partnership with the
Digital First programme. The team have built up some great relationships
and the region is undoubtedly an area of innovation that offers an insight
into what can be achieved through a combination of strategic vision from
commissioners, excellent IT infrastructure and an eagerness to improve
the use of technology on the front line. The fact that most of the work from
practices, as detailed in this report, has been undertaken amidst a
backdrop of the Covid-19 pandemic makes it even more impressive.
We have thoroughly enjoyed delivering this programme and would like to
thank everyone who has supported us with the communications and
planning to allow us to deliver an array of support that has supported
practices at a time of uncertainty.

Regards,

Marc Schmid
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Introduction

The Tactical support programme, commissioned
by the Digital First Programme, had two key
approaches - generic regional wraparound
support and bespoke tactical support at ICS level.
For the purposes of this report, the programme
outlines the support across four of the six ICS’ in
the SE region. Sussex ICS and Hampshire Isle of
Wight chose not to fully utilise the additional
support on offer as they had existing support
networks in place.
The support offered was wide ranging and
included:
Strategic digital support to the ICS teams
Supplier engagement and understanding
Workforce support and development
Change management support
Bespoke learning workshops
Development of bespoke practical toolkits
Capturing case studies and best practice
Support with improvements to the way
practices communicate with patients
This was all underpinned by the Redmoor Support
Centre – a coaching telephone and email
helpdesk for practices to utilise. This was available
every Monday-Friday between 8am-4pm via
0161 672 9778 and hello@redmoorhealth.co.uk
Redmoor worked alongside existing partners in
each area. This support was funded from January
1st 2021 until 30th June 2021.
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Regional COVID support
across the South-East
The SE region support offer included a number of support packages which are detailed
below. These were:
Delivery of learning webinars and workshops for all practices across the region
Production of tactical support guides to help manage demand
Support for care homes to help publish their Data Security & Protection Toolkit (DSPT)
Supporting for practices to improve patient communications across the region
A review and analysis of existing website and social media provision
Strategic support for ICS OC/VC/SMS procurement
Engagement events for practices with Digital First product suppliers
Provision of extra capacity and change management support via the Redmoor
Health Support Centre

Improving confidence and
capacity through learning
A key aim of the programme was to improve the confidence and capability of practice
teams to use the digital tools they have been provided with. A particular focus of this
programme was to provide access to best practice workshops on a range of helpful
topics to help practice teams manage demand. A skills assessment or confidence score
was undertaken at the start and end of many sessions so that we could capture the
impact of the session on attendees and assessed their understanding of the subject
before and after. Through a variety of mediums: short bite sized videos, webinars,
workshops and 1-1 practice sessions, these topics included:

Proxy Access to online services
GP Online review
Registration and ID verification
Medication ordering
Improving websites in general practice
Improving patient communications
during the pandemic
Delivering best practice in primary
care
Smarter use of social media during
the pandemic

Using Microsoft Teams and Office 365
Delivering Video Group Clinics
Dealing with increased demand for
online consultations
Digital inclusion workshops
Smarter messaging
Video in primary and secondary care
SMS and messaging solutions supplier
engagement event
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"Lots of general information about access to online information,
the good and the bad and the ability to raise questions. Course
instructor very informed and approachable."

"I can't thank Redmoor enough. Their support has helped to
inspire my practice to engage on the digital agenda, when
previously I feel it was lagging behind a little"
Advanced Nurse Practitioner
South-East Digital First Primary Care Online Services Stakeholder Survey

The outputs were as follows:
Session Topics:
Positive Patient Comms

Online Toolkit

Online Consultation Demand

Vaccine Hesitancy

Microsoft Teams

Patient Comms/Social Media

Access to Online Records

The pre-recorded webinars have so far received 430
individual views in total. Here are some other outputs
captured on the SE Dashboard:

SESSIONS

ATTENDEES

SKILLS SCORE

SKILLS SCORE
POST-PROGRAMME

WEB VISITS

29

461

5.89

8.56

632

PRE-PROGRAMME

Attendees were asked to rate skills in a particular topic area before and after the
webinar. Responses indicate significant increase in digital maturity.
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Resource Packs
Most events were followed up with a detailed and bespoke resource pack that included
the session recordings and relevant learning resources and materials that provided
additional learning guidance after each session. Here is an example of one of these
packs.

Production of tactical support
documents to assist with demand
Another key part of the programme was to work with stakeholders across the South-East
to produce some helpful resources to support practices. This built upon the expertise
within the Redmoor team in partnership with regional experts. One example of this was
the development of the ‘Dealing with Increasing Demand for Online Consultations’ guide,
developed in partnership with Dr Karl Bennett from Frimley ICS and the Digital First team.
The guide was created to support practices and encourage tips and ideas to be shared
so that the system could more readily make online consultation work better for practices
and patients. This is saved on the Redmoor Resources page here.

"Lots of general information about access to online information,
the good and the bad and the ability to raise questions. Course
instructor very informed and approachable."
(South-East Digital First Primary Care Online Services Stakeholder Survey)

Other resources created and
updated included:
Online consultation readiness checklist updated
8

SE region Support and Resources guide updated
Dedicated website resources page including links to demo
videos and support documents:
https://www.redmoorhealth.co.uk/south-east-digitalsupport/
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Improved patient communications
across the region, including review
and analysis of existing website
and social media provision
A key strategy to helping practices manage their demand is to improve the way they
engage with patients. In order to achieve this, it is important to identify if practice
websites are fit for purpose and that they signpost where possible to self-help
information rather than point directly to online consultation options as the first point of
entry. As practices adopt different ways of working to manage demand, such as total
triage, they also need to use whichever channels are available to get these important
messages out to patients – especially given traditional routes of posters in waiting
rooms are currently unviable.
In addition to this, during any crisis there will be a lot of misinformation circulating in
communities, so where possible, it is important for the practice to rebut this to reduce
the inevitable flurry of telephone calls from anxious patients. This was particularly
important during the vaccine rollout.
As part of this programme, Redmoor Health delivered webinars on the topic of
improving Patient Communications and undertook an accessibility and quality review of
all websites and social media sites across the region, with recommendations for
improvements for each of the ICS teams for them to consider. This support and advice
included:

Why is it important to have a good
practice website and active social
media presence:
Good communication will make life simpler for patients & carers to know
what to expect from the practice.
This is a practice's opportunity to educate patients about online services
and also to help people to get the best out of the surgery and to help
the team.
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Patients should be supported to understand how and when to make
contact, or respond as and when required.

A variety of methods of communication will reach a wider section of a
practices' population. Some communications are targeted, others more
general for the whole population.

A good website and social media activity form part of you
communication strategy.

Social Media Report
Why social media is important

Social media is a great way to communicate key
messages around the vaccination programme,
keep patients up to date about validated and
approved COVID information, and develop an
online presence that advertises the practice and
services offered.
The majority of the patient population are engaged
on social media and so it is important for practices
to use this opportunity to address concerns and
have a voice.
Practices who already have social media should
schedule and post regular relevant content.
Practices without social media need to create a
page, or claim any existing 'unofficial' pages that
patients will have created when checking-in to
surgery and control the messages being sent out.
The practice workforce needs sufficient training to
ensure confidence and competence is established.
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Data Security and Protection
Toolkit (DSPT)
The DSPT is an annual self-assessment for health and care organisations. All adult
social care services in England, including residential and nursing homes, needed to
complete the 20/21 DSPT to ‘Approaching Standards’ level by 30 June 2021.
'Better Security, Better Care' is a national support programme to help care home staff
complete and publish the DSPT. NHS England through the Digital First programme
commissioned Redmoor Health to provide additional support to care homes around
completion of the DSPT. The focus of the support was not to replicate the Digital Social
Care (DSC) guidance and templates, but rather to:
‘Hand-hold’ staff through a process that otherwise can be daunting
‘Raise awareness’ of the DSPT requirements with care home staff
‘Support embedding’ the necessary processes and procedures around the DSPT in
the care homes
The support was underpinned by the support center which could be accessed daily.
In March 2021, across the South-East region, there were 770 care homes who had not
achieved the minimum required standard ‘Approaching Standards’ to be compliant with
the annual DSPT. In addition, the national 25% target for care homes to have
implemented proxy access for medication ordering was substantially below target at
3.2%.
Approaching Standards status replaced Entry Level in February 2021. To achieve
Approaching Standards level, providers need to complete the 27 of the 44 questions
and provide an action plan to show how they intend to meet the remaining
requirements to reach Standards Met. Publishing the DSPT to Approaching Standards is
a prerequisite to having Proxy Access.
Redmoor Health produced this
interactive Resource Pack in
partnership with the Digital First team,
that consolidated the Digital Social
Care (DSC) national resources into
one document to support care
homes completing the DSPT to at
least Approaching Standards level:
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Data Security and Protection
Toolkit (DSPT):
The programme supported two ICS’ in the South-East region (Frimley and Sussex) with
completing and publishing the 20/21 DSPT to at least Approaching Standards level.

Frimley:
In total 15 care homes in Frimley were referred to Redmoor for DSPT support. Their
assessment status is as follows:

Care Home

Status

Date Published

SeeAbility

Standard Met

02/06/2021

The Cookham

Standard Met

08/06/2021

Longlea Nursing Home

Standard Met

11/04/2021

Maple House

Standard Met

15/06/2021

Beech House

Standard Met

24/04/2021

Cherrydale

Standard Met

12/07/2021

Holly Lodge

Standard Met

02/07/2021

Kings Lodge

Standard Met

27/05/2021

Beacon House

Standard Met

30/06/2021

Cedar Lodge

Standard Met

02/07/2021

Lynwood Care Centre

In Progress

Bourne Wood Manor

Not Published-Did not
require RH support

Bagshot Park Care
Centre

Not Published-Did not
require RH support

Wey Valley House

Not Published-Did not
require RH support

Hatch Mill

Not Published-Did not
require RH support
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In summary, a total of 10 out of 15
care homes published the DSPT, all
10 published at the higher Standard
Met level.

67%

DSPT published to Standards Met success rate

Lynwood Care Home is currently in progress working towards published the DSPT.
A further 4 care homes have not publishing the DSPT under the site ODS code or
organisation headquarter code.

Sussex:
Care Home

Status

Date Published

Crest House

Approaching Standards

28/06/2021

Lime Tree House

Approaching Standards

22/07/2021

Jubilee Court

Standard Met

04/05/2021

Elm Lodge

Standard Met

03/06/2021

Chaseley Trust

Standard Met

04/06/2021

Oaklodge

Standard Met

28/06/2021

St Nectans

Standard Met

29/06/2021

Ambleside

Standard Met

30/06/2021

Oaklands

Standard Met

01/07/2021
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Holm Lodge

Standard Met

14/07/2021

Cross Lane House

Standard Met

18/07/2021

Streatfeild House

In Progress

North Corner

In Progress

Dorley House

Not Published-Did not
require RH support

In summary, 2 care homes have published at Approaching
Standards level and 9 care homes published at the higher
Standard Met level. A total of 11 out of 14 care homes have
published DSPT.
67%

DSPT published to minimum Approaching Standards success rate

64%

DSPT publish to Standard Met success rate

2 care homes (Streatfield House and North Corner) are currently in progress working
towards publishing the DSPT.
1 care home, Dorley House, has not published the DSPT under the site ODS code or
organisation headquarter code.

DSPT published at Organisation
Headquarter Level:
In addition, at organisation HQ level we supported a further 19 care homes across the
South-East region, all of whom published the DSPT at Approaching Standard level.
18 sites belong to SeeAbility Care Home Group, 1 site Walton Heath is linked to The
Cookham care home in Frimley.
A positive case study from Elm Lodge care home in Sussex was also captured:
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Provision of extra capacity and
change management support by
providing access to the Redmoor
Health Support Centre:
The Redmoor Support centre is a unique element of the programme that is available to
all practices and commissioners. Our team has a wide range of experience in general
practice, digital comms, some have detailed product knowledge, others have a
customer service, business development or a change management background.
Through the support desk we deal with enquiries and incorporate the ‘why, who, when,
what, how’ approach to problem solving. We work with practices to improve processes,
support training opportunities and assist with their digital journey. Our team works
alongside commissioners and existing IT support teams to embed the priorities of the
region and translate this with the practice & PCN to delivery of services for people.

There were numerous opportunities for 1:1 coaching provided by the support
centre. The highlights were:
Hedena Health - Support to revamp their PPG and social media platform and
website
Maples Medical - Practice team training in relation to SAR's and Redacting Training
Goldsworth Park - Support for GP Partners/practice manager training around
utilising social media for (appointments, medications, online enquiries and
communications) for patients via platforms such as Hootsuite or Publer for monthly
posting
Kent and Medway – Development session on virtual PCN café for all practices within
PCN
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Ashford Rural PCN:
"Being shown how to use the different applications such as
sharing screen & documents which I didn't know how to do."
(Ashford Rural PCN)

The team at Ashford Rural PCN contacted the team after attending one of the regional
Microsoft Teams Webinars and asked for support in getting the most out of crossorganisation working using the platform. One of the team advised them on the
possibilities, which they then implemented. When the PCN had everything setup,
Redmoor Health ran another session for them to show the whole team how to use
Microsoft Teams.

"A great training session thank you and was really helpful as
my understanding of Teams was very limited so I’ve avoided
using it! Look forward to joining further training sessions and I
really appreciated Gillian asking the questions after each
section. I thought this worked really well so thank you for an
enjoyable lesson which I will share with my colleagues who
couldn’t make it."
(Ashford Rural PCN)

Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and
Berkshire West Integrated care
system Redmoor Support:
The programme across BOB included some intensive support work with the team in
Buckinghamshire connecting with Sensely, ASK NHS - providing suggestions for
improvement in product design and reporting and suggesting how the product might
be better displayed on websites.
The programme also included the creation of a communications strategy to help
promote the product to patients and some tailored 1-1 sessions with practices to help
them get the most from the product.
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"I would like to take this opportunity to say a big thank you for
your help and support in developing resources to raise practice
and patient engagement with Ask NHS (Ask First). Your insight
and suggestions based on your experience and knowledge
have been extremely helpful in moving the project forward."
(NHS Buckinghamshire)

The team took part in weekly planning and project meetings to support the Digital
Transformation lead and the respective CCG Digital First teams. This support involved
working with suppliers, procurement teams, planning and coordinating events, creating
marketing materials and distilling project discussions into summary overviews e.g., for
OC/VC/SMS.

"Thank you for arranging and inviting us to the SE Region
supplier events, they are a great opportunity for us to engage
with the practices who use our products and hear their
questions. These supplier engagement sessions have been
very helpful."
(my Shott - Commercial Director – eConsult)

We created 3 case studies for work in BOB; from GP practices Berryfields and
Westongrove about implementation of online consultations and how Dr Rupa Joshi from
Woodley Centre Surgery used digital communications to address health inequalities:
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"My personal experience of
working with the Redmoor
team was great. The team
were responsive,
knowledgeable and were
able to work autonomously
within the scope that they
had been given during a very
challenging time when CCG
resources were stretched.
Thank you for the support
that you have provided."
(Digital Transformation Manager)

The team reviewed the BOB POMI
dataset and presented a summary of
all practices below the 30% threshold
to inform the BOB Digital First team of
areas to focus resources for
improvement.
BOB ICS also hosted a Digital Inclusion
event for Stakeholder and Community
partners to begin the mapping of all
projects involved with reducing the
digital divide. The Redmoor team
supported the event by facilitating the
7 breakout rooms to capture the
ongoing work and supported the
networking of stakeholders.

Here are some other specific areas of work the programme
supported the ICS with:
PCN Communications toolkit showcasing best practice to share with the region,
including a communications strategy, social media strategy and case studies
ICS review/scope for OC/VC and SMS inclusive of contract reviews and supplier
support and engagement (across 3 events). A Flow chart has been developed to
help align strategy with a more detailed report of findings to follow
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ICS review/scope for ASK NHS/Klinik/eConsult/Footfall to include communications
plans and the following case studies:
Video Group Clinic training across Buckinghamshire CCG – Refresher training
(Hedena Health) social media training and support including the development of
PPG online groups
Website and social media report for BOB
Specific website and social media report for Buckinghamshire
Ask NHS bulletin and full report for Buckinghamshire, with subsequent follow-ups
Social media guide for Buckinghamshire
Delivery of a series of OC supplier events

Frimley Integrated Care System
Redmoor Support:
Redmoor Health worked with Dr
Karl Bennett, GP and Clinical
Director for Frimley CCG.
Clinical Lead for Digital First
Primary Care across the Frimley
ICS to develop the Regional
interactive guide ‘Dealing with
increasing demand for online
consultations’ (see earlier).

A review of website accessibility and social media presence was also carried out to help
support practices that required assistance in order to meet national WCAG
requirements and improved digital communications. Here is a copy of the report that
was undertaken.
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Frimley also requested support for their change managers. These change managers
have the task of supporting practices to embed the use of digital solutions. Redmoor
Health was requested to provide 1-1 support to these change managers on a range of
topics and challenges being faced. These topics included the building blocks of online
services, online consultations, GP websites and patient communication, planning and
preparation, people and process, curation of and signposting to FuturesNHS and other
helpful guidance. The sessions were followed by a detailed resource pack, which
included a recording of the session, the session slides, and a range of other relevant
local and national resources. Here are the PCNs supported:
Bracknell - Sandhurst Group Practice
RBWM – Rosemead
NEHF - Branksomewood Healthcare Centre
Slough –240 Wexham Road
Surrey Heath - Park House
Redmoor Health arranged two further detailed PCN sessions with NEHF PCN and Slough
PCN about Managing Access in Post-Covid Demand, which had a total of 66 attendees.
A series of video case studies was also captured from a nominated GP Practice in
Frimley, which were requested to remain private and not shared.

Kent & Medway Integrated Care
System Redmoor Support :

Kent and Medway STP requested the support from the programme to develop an SMS
business case to:
Review SMS message service provision and utilisation data
Identify SMS message costs
Identify any overlap of capabilities with the message providers including the
consideration of future roadmaps
Recommend options for future message service provision.
Using the expertise within the team, from general practice to data analysis, we were able
to baseline the current picture across over 200 practices. The baselining exercise
enabled the team to generate a clear picture of utilisation across the entire ICS.
One of the keys to the success of the SMS report was engagement with all stakeholders.
The team liaised with all product suppliers to obtain the latest information as well as the
CCG and engagement hub to obtain the baseline figures and the reasoning for the
report. We also reached out to practices via a survey to capture the messaging systems
that they use (clinical system and third-party SMS/data systems), how they use them,
ease of use and time saved.
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The early baseline exercise enabled the team to identify the usage variation across the
STP which ultimately contributed to the final recommendations.
Another key aspect to the report was the capability matrix pulled together for all product
providers. This helped identify both functionality gaps and increasing overlap of
capabilities which combined with the future road mapping of the different products,
influenced the recommendations made on information that was previously not collated
at STP level. Here is that matrix:

Due to the early engagement with stakeholders, cost and contract analysis was made
easier due to the relationships built. This again was a factor when reporting the potential
risks back to Kent and Medway ICS.
All of the above was then analysed by our internal team of experts who presented back:
Options for redeployment
Costs for future provision
Support to practices
This was then underpinned
by Redmoor’s final
recommendations for the
following three, six and 12
months.
A website and social
media report was also
completed for Kent and
Medway, which fed-in to
the main SE report. You
can find their full report
here.

Surrey Heartlands Integrated Care
System Redmoor Support
The Surrey ICS utilised the support to focus on website and social media reporting to be
able to identify practices needing additional assistance as well as aligning it to the
website provider landscape and commissioning what will be required to support this
through scoping exercises. You can find their full report here.
Training and PCN specific support models were also delivered. Redmoor connected BOB
and Surrey to improve Footfall OC systems and websites as well as the Digital Health
team to contacts in Manchester who are also using Footfall so they could both discuss
mutual approaches to getting the best out of the product. All updates were captured
and sent via a fortnightly highlight report document to the digital first team.
An innovative campaign to promote mental health services across Surrey in partnership
with Dorking Healthcare was also implemented as part of the regional support
programme.

This was a joint marketing campaign for Surrey Adult Improving Access to Psychological
Therapies programme providers which specifically targeted groups impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic. The key objective for the campaign was to target new audiences
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic to promote awareness and uptake of the IAPT
services.
The campaign ran for 8 weeks from 1st April and targeted the following demographics:

17-24 year-olds

Key workers through
the pandemic

Adults living with
Long Covid
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The campaigns were placed on Facebook, Instagram, Spotify and TikTok, and this was
specifically tailored to the audience of the ad. The team also worked with the local radio
stations to schedule and place radio and digital campaigns. After the 8-week
campaign finished the outputs where as follows:

4,176,359
Impressions

695,839
Reach

24,882
Clicks

Throughout the 8-week period, Redmoor Health and the project lead had regular catchup meetings to discuss the progress of the campaign. There was also an interim report
created midway through the programme to highlight the progress and focus on some
changes that could be made in order for the campaigns to reach more people.
The GP Federation produced an interim and final report which included key statistics and
information on the total reach, impressions, click throughs and cost of the campaign.
The statistics were placed into charts and graphs which made it easy to compare which
campaigns had a greater number of engagement and which ads performed better
depending on the social media platform they were positioned on.
Additionally, in partnership with Talking Therapies Surrey, Redmoor created a Key
Workers animation that invites key workers to use the Talking Therapies Service. The
animation campaign was posted on Facebook and Instagram and was also shared on
Global Radio and Digital:

One of the Redmoor team also ran a 1-1 session with Guildowns Practice about the
Online Triage Toolkit:
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Aims of the session:
Overview of online triage toolkit (also known as Online Consultations Toolkit)
Discuss appointment capacity & demand
Review process map for OC e.g. less steps, remove duplication etc.
Identify any training needs for the team
Support with patient communications, what product to use for each purpose
Understand how digital services can be used to support patients in accessing
GP practice services

Learning outcomes/content:
Participants will consider:
Patient journey
Signposting and care navigation
Promoting digital
Checking current processes

Learning objectives:
How to maximise opportunities for signposting, using digital means and clear
language to benefit the patient and practice

“Thank you so much for a vibrant, successful session. Lots of
interest across the patch and ideas to move forwards that we
can take away which is really great. A list of the comments in
the chat will be really helpful.”
(Dr Linsey Leach, MBChB, MRCGP, BMedSc Healthcare Ethics, MSc Pain Management,
DRCOG, PG Cert Healthcare Education)

“I just wanted to drop you a line to say thanks very much to
both you and Cameron, it was a really interesting session with
lots of engagement from everyone. A lot of food for thought for
the practices. Thanks again for your help today in delivering a
really interesting session.”
(Nina Crump, Communications and Engagement Lead (Interim)
Digital First Primary Care Programme)

“I thank you and your colleagues for the webinar, an eye opener
for a non-Facebook user. I need to reflect with the PPG and the
surgery on how we can incorporate social media into our
everyday working.”
(Mike Harris, Chair Loncroft PPG)

“I think from our perspective as a regional team who are
responsible for the system within the region, they’ve provided
that extra wheel, so to speak. They’ve been able to bring in their
experience, the staffing that Redmoor brings, people that have
walked the walk themselves, ex-practice managers and the
like, programme practitioners. That’s gone down really well”
(Stakeholder interviews)

"Just then being able to pick up the real kind of minute detail at
times, where we just didn’t have enough hands within our side
they were able to provide that real hands-on, sleeves rolled up
type support. Redmoor have really plugged that gap and
plugged it well I think"
(Stakeholder interviews)

Redmoor Health
Redmoor Health
Strawberry Fields Digital Hub
Euxton Lane
Chorley
PR7 1PS

